Advice on Nurturing the Emerging Memeplex
Spoken by Universal Consciousness
through the I Ching activated by
a stream of consciousness.

Seed Thought
Great Spirit, through the I Ching please give advice to all who seek
to nurture the emerging memeplex.

Response
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Summary
The old memeplex (paradigm) is dead so transform it into an interface into
the Ageless Wisdom through which blessings will flow. No longer interpret it
literally, but use it as an analogy by which to comprehend the deeper reality.
When you serve the Ageless Wisdom you can become Great. Prepare for
the arrival of the new and approach of something powerful and meaningful.
Welcome it and draw near to it without expecting to get what you want
immediately. Let your desire for contact be expressed through a willingness to
work and serve. Invite it to come nearer by bringing things together. Tolerate
and protect things and people outside your normal set of values without
setting limits on them. There is an undeveloped potential that you rely on
without knowing it. Continually correct yourself. Rushing to completion
will leave you open to danger and the whole situation will dissolve. Meditate
on Reality and spread the teachings to inspire the lives of all. Gather the
resources for a great project.
Through self-knowledge and inner awareness establish an enduring connection with reality in your innermost selves. Through this you can participate harmoniously in the unfolding stream of events. Love and Spirit return
as an entirely new space of possibility and field of activity opens up and
awareness expands into a joyous new state of existence.

Context: Arrival of Something Great (19)
The transition from the old ruling idea to the new can be understood through
the metaphor of a funeral procession through which the newly dead memeplex is integrated into the Ageless Wisdom. It must be escorted into the
tomb through elaborate funeral ceremonies and ritual mourning, whilst its
essence is enshrined in an image. Via this image the departed memeplex is
integrated into the Ageless Wisdom that serves as a connection to the underlying Reality. The departed memeplex, once integrated acts as an interface
through which people may comprehend the Ageless Wisdom and participate
in Reality. Through this interface the people may connect with Reality and
draw down the protection from above that showers blessings on the people.
The creation of this power is surrounded by the formal lamentations of a
funeral procession and the activities of the wugui, intermediaries concerned
with the unquiet dead (outmoded memeplexes). Mourners exhaust them2

selves and offer sacrifice of rare goods (cherished delusions), accompanied
by lamentations and cries of triumph. These rituals are part of an investment in the imperceptible processes by which the death of the old produces
an interface through which blessings can flow. They make the ‘ghost’ of
the newly departed comfortable in the tomb, releasing it from the desire to
re-enact earthly passions, so that it will eventually merge once again with
the creative undercurrents of Reality. Any great accomplishment, any great
blessing or approach, must be founded on a sacrifice, an acknowledgement of
the hidden powers without which nothing can grow or flourish.
Your situation is one of something great approaching something smaller.
This is the first arrival and point of new contact. Move towards what is
approaching without expecting to get what you want immediately. Look at
things with care and sympathy. Welcome the approach of others. Keep your
expectations modest. This contact opens up a whole new cycle of time. It is
particularly favourable for what is growing. So beware, trying to rush to completion and an early harvest will cut you off from the creative undercurrents
and leave you open to danger.
Let your desire for contact be expressed through a willingness to work and
serve. This is the return of the Great. Invite it to come nearer by bringing
things together. When you teach, use your teaching to continually ponder
the heart’s concerns. Tolerate and protect things and people outside your
normal set of values without setting limits on them. There is an undeveloped
potential that you rely on without knowing it. What is strong and firm in
this situation increases gradually. Work to express it. Keep yourself centred
and connected to things. If you want something great to come of this, you
must continually correct yourself. Stay on an even path. Rushing to finish
things will leave you open to harm; the whole situation will dissolve.
This is a time when noble ones teach and ponder without exhaustion,
tolerating and protecting the commoners without limit. Spirit speaks and
spreads joy through the intermediaries. Offer service in the field of manifestation. There is stimulation within the field that is preparing the approach
of great power. To participate, meditate on Reality and spread the teachings to inspire the lives of all. Work through joyous words to bring spirit to
expression. Gather the resources for a great project.
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Opportunity: Return of Love and Spirit (24)
After a difficult time Love and Spirit return. Go back to the beginning,
renewal and re-birth. Re-establish the relationship with life. The complicated
is stripped away and the underlying essence turns back upon itself and reemerges.
This is the incessant return of life and spirit. It is the root of power and
virtue, the power to become who you are meant to be. It gives birth to selfknowledge. There is joy and community, in an original paradise time as the
ongoing process of reality harmoniously unfolds into the stream of events.
To nurture this go back to meet the returning energy in order to begin
anew. Return to the Source and re-establish the essential connection to
reality. Find the intensity and purity of your unconditioned state of being.
By doing this the spirits will guide you in your participation in the stream of
events. Let things emerge and return without pressure or upset. Participate
in the many mutually profitable projects that will arise. Once the cycle of
change is complete the connection to reality will be established deep within.
Inner energy can then flow freely into the field of activity. This connection
to reality is the root of your power to participate in reality. Be humble and
adaptable but do not conform, rather use your own knowledge of the source
of things. To nurture this growing awareness, do not allow the senses and
mind to be drawn out and your energy dissipated. Develop you inner focus
then the spirits can guide and support you. Through this connection you see
the core of the union of the existential process and the world of manifestation.
Rousing energy returns and opens a new field of activity. Nurture the
returning spirit and do not dissipate it. Rouse and inspire in preparation for
a joyous new beginning.
For more general oracular advice see Wisdom for this Phase of the Journey.
For more specific advice from the author see Shape of the Emerging Memeplex and How to Nurture It.
Consultation performed by John Ringland on April 5, 2009 using:
“Total I Ching: Myths for Change”, Stephen Karcher, Time Warner Books, 2003.
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